
The facts about seized statues in the Auroville area

Dear Community,

We would like to address the several recent incidents relating to the recovery of so-called 'idols'

from the Auroville area, and correct any misconceptions. The press reporting has been such that

it gives an impression that there were deliberate attempts by Auroville residents to engage in

illegal activities related to these items. This is false as due process was followed by these

residents to the best of their knowledge, and full cooperation was extended to relevant

authorities at all times.

Residents, friends and well-wishers of Auroville, nationally and internationally, are concerned

about the tone and misrepresentation of the facts as this tarnishes the image of Auroville. We

assert that to the best of our knowledge, none of the seized statues are genuine “antiques” (i.e.,

older than 100 years), and no Auroville residents concerned broke any rule or law in this

connection. We also express concern that no warrants, identification or seizure receipts have

been presented and that misleading press statements have been issued, which create wrong

impressions in the public mind.

Below please find a brief description of the facts of each case.

Sincerely,

The Working Committee selected by the Residents' Assembly

Aravinda, Bharathy, Chali, Hemant, Mael, Sauro, Valli

Incident one, September 11, 2022:

● Executive of Aurorachana, a registered unit of Auroville, is visited by officers from the

Idol Wing of the Tamil Nadu police who stated they were following up on an application

to export 'idols' that had been submitted several years before.

● When these law enforcement agents came to look for these items it was explained

that these items belonged to two French nationals who left Auroville 3 years ago. ●
The items were purchased by them as rejected pieces from various shops in

Mahabalipuram and Puducherry, and were not of high value.

● At the time of leaving Auroville to return to France, they wanted to take these pieces

with them along with their other household goods.

● Following the regulations, Aurorachana, as the shipper, sought permission from the



Department of Antiquities in Chennai, as per law.

● Permission to export the figures was granted for several items but was rejected for

some, which were left at the residence they had been occupying in Dana, either

outside in the garden, or inside the house.

● The executive of Aurorachana duly guided the officers to the location when he was

asked to do so. These items were subsequently seized by the concerned department

on dubious grounds.

● There was no intention by the original owners to ship these items to France after they

were rejected for shipment by the Department of Antiquities.

● Hence all talk of attempted smuggling of antiques is without any basis, nor is there

any evidence that the seized items were “antiques” at all.

Incident two, September 16th, 2022:

● The shop in which statues were seized on the 16th of September was wrongly

reported to be an Auroville shop when in fact it is a private enterprise near

Bommaiarpalayam village.

Incident three, September 16th, 2022:

● In February, 2022, an application was made by Maroma to the Antiquities Department

in Chennai to ask permission to export a metal statue at the request of the owner of

the statue, a resident of Puducherry.

● This request was refused on the grounds that there was some possibility that the

statue might be an antique.

● This statue was not the property of Maroma or of the executive of Maroma, and so

the statue was given back to its owner in Puducherry. The owner complied with the

decision of the Antiquities Dept, Chennai, and did not export the statue.

● The Idol Wing department of Tamil Nadu came to Maroma on Friday, 16th September,

at 5.30 PM just as the office was closing.

● The officers explained that they were following up on applications made to export

statues.

● They wanted to see the statue. As it was in possession of the owner in Puducherry,

they were taken there to see it. During the visit to the residence the officers also

noted some granite statues.

● On Monday, 19th September, the same team came back to Maroma at 8.30 AM and

asked the executive and staff to bring the metal statue and the granite statues from

Puducherry and hand them over.



● Even though Maroma was not the owner of the statues, and even though the Idol

Wing officers had no proper warrant for the summons of the said statues from

another state than Tamil Nadu, full cooperation in this matter was extended from the

Maroma executives and staff.

Incident four, November 7th, 2022:

● Three bronze statues (Nataraj, Amman and Chandrasekhara) were seized by the Idol

Wing Police CID from the residence of Poppo and Mona.

● This was done without producing a warrant before entering, without providing a

receipt of seizure and without showing any credentials or official identification. Two

persons claiming to be from the Village Administration Office, Irumbai Panchayat, also

accompanied them. The visit was conducted at the same time when the meeting with

Mr Ravi, Governing Board Chairman, was taking place at Unity Pavilion and therefore

they could not reach anyone from any working group, speaking good Tamil or

understanding the official procedures required.

● Mona, Poppo and Aurotaranti (who has been working with Poppo) were questioned

about possession of any antiques. They cooperated fully, offering refreshments and

taking the Idol Wing officers around the house.

● The three statues in question were located in a first floor bedroom/study area. ● A

false narrative of concealment was created in the media by using the term ‘attic’ to

describe what is, in fact, a bedroom/study area.

● The seized bronze statues were expertized about ten years ago by Devasenapati

Sthapathy (Rajan) of Swamimalai, who holds the world record of creating the biggest

bronze statue, with the centuries old almost lost wax method of casting. According to

Mr. Rajan, the said 'idols' were not more than 80 years old. (He could even identify the

sculptor for the Chandrasekhara statue by name as he was famous for facial details.)

● The Chadrasekhara statue was purchased in 1970 for rs. 400 in Puducherry. The

Nataraj statue was also purchased in Puducherry and the original bill of Rs 675 from

1978 was produced. Amman, a hollow statue, was purchased in 1989 in a shop in

Mahabalipuram.

● The Idol Wing left the premises refusing to wait for a Working Committee member to

arrive and without leaving a copy of the seizure report in spite of being asked

repeatedly to provide one, for which there is video evidence.

● While some news media reported the statues to be “antiques”, even possibly dating

back to the Chola era (!), it is unlikely that any of the three statues are antiques; they

were legally acquired and remained throughout with their owner.


